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Luca M from Germany (Male, age 17)
2019-2020 Academic Year Program

Current Grade Level: 10th grade
English Score:
Profession of Parent(s): Father: Logistics Manager

Intended grade in U.S.:11th grade
Religious Affiliation: Lutheran
Mother: Tax officer

Favorite Sports: Soccer, basketball
Favorite Activities: Playing sports and video games, sketching, going to gym
Age as of August 15th:17

Willing to live with pets: Yes

Able to live with smokers: Yes
Allergies: None
Special Dietary Restrictions: No
Student's Letter (Excerpt):
Dear host family,
My name is Luca and I am a 17-year-old boy from Germany. I am a big sports fan and basketball and
soccer are my favorite ones. I am also creative I like to sketch on sneakers from friends or my own and
next to sketching I also like to write songs. In my free time I play soccer on a team on high-level and in
the summertime I play a lot of basketball with my friends. Because I’m not the smallest and I play good
but my shots are not the best. Next to my fall sport activities I work at the gym three times a week. I just
started lifting weights so no big muscles as Arnold Schwarzenegger.
In the evening after training I normally play PlayStation with my friends while we speak about school
stuff or what happened the day. At the weekend I always have a game with my soccer team where we
sometimes drive about an hour if we don’t play at home. During the week or at the weekend I watch
YouTube before I go to bed. Sometimes I watch music videos of German rap or American and most the
time Vlogs. Most of the videos I watch are from American YouTube because they show more content
than German ones.
In the future I would like to live in the USA because it is such a beautiful country full of surprises and the
life wouldn’t be less boring. I’m very excited to go to America and it’s like a wish come true. I’ve been
once in the USA when I was eight years old. We visited sea world in Florida and also Disneyland. We
stayed in Florida for some weeks in a house with a pool. It was probably the best vacation in my life and
I can remember every detail.
Every time I watch documentaries about America I want to be there instead of in Germany. I love
Germany and I’m proud to live here but how I said, it’s a big dream to live in the USA. I hope and think
we will have a great time and I’m very thankful for the opportunity that you give me and I am very
excited to meet you.
Luca
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